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INTRODUCTION 

The ai~ of this paper is to report observational studies done by 

divers concerning the nature of the spa-vnLing grolli~ds of the Barents 

Sea capelin, the fishes behaviour on these grounds and the egg mor .... 

ta1ity. The observations were made . during the Non-;egia.."'1. capelin 

investigations in the spring 197:1. in cooperation .vith Dr'agesund, 

Gj0sreter and M.)ns·tad (DRAGESUND, GJ0Sl£TER and 110NSTAD 1971). 

Previous inyestigations. Spawning behaviour ful.d spawning grounds 

of the New-Foundland capelin have been described by many authors. 

TEEPLEI-V' .... N (1968) refers to observations of beachspawning as well as 

spmming down to at least 35 to 55 ill in the lJorthwest Atlantic. 

Fine gravel from 0.25 to l.50 cm dia~eter is especially favourablQ 

for hea-vy capelin spawning (TEEPLEEAlT 1948). On the offshore 

spa~n~ing groUiLds the bottom substrate is somewhat finer, from 0.5 

to 2.2 ITml LL diahleter (PITT 1958). 

Spawning behaviour and spawning-grounds of the capelin in the 

Northeast Atlantic have not been well investigated. PROKHOROV (1965) 

refera to Russian authors who unanimously write that spawning takes 

place on sandy groUil.ds with aill2ixture of fine shellstone. PROKHOROV 
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(1965) finds that the data of T. S. Rass which shows a depthr~~ge 

of 50 to 100 m at the spa~ming pl~ces to be the most convincing, 

while 1·:I0LLER and OLSEN (1962) suggests spawning at depths of 10 to 

100 meters. 

Materials ru~d methods. T~e diving work at the spawaing grolli~ds of 

capelin was carried out from the R/V "30han Hjort" during a cruise 

from 15/3 to 29/4-71. The diving was done from a 20 t small-boat by 

the authors with a ere,,, of 3 men. The diving suits 'were constant 

volume suits made from neoprene and air lvas supplied from 20 1. 

scuba-tap..ks .. There were sor.le problems with the valves due to 
tr 

freezing, QS the air temperature varied from OO_lOoe, ru~d the water 

temperature varied from + 1.5-3.2°0. A diver-to-surface 14~derwater 

commLL~ication system proved useful when mapping the extension of the 

main spa~ming grounds. The sampling gear lllcluded a stainless steel 

box designed by the authors to truce 0.1 m2 s~1ples from sand and 

gravel bottoms, and two frames of 1.0 m2 and 0.1 m2 for sampling 

algae and stones from a specific area. Plastic bags of various 

sizes were used for holding the samples. At each di~~g locality 

at least two bottom sanples were t~~en. A thermometer for bottom 

and sediment temperature measurements and a IIAandera current meter" 

for finding current speed, direction, and water temperature were 

used. 

Snapshots were taken l.vith a flRolleiflex" and films with a llBolex lf 

film camera. Both cameras were contained in underwaterhouses. 

Diving localities. To find localities with high probability of 

spa1.~ing, information on areas with high fishing intensity close 

to the shore was gathered. In addition, grab sfu~ples were trucen at 

various localities along the coast to check on the persence of eggs. 

Dives were made at the following localities (Fig. 1). 

Arrwy 2 dives 20-30 m 

Loppa 2 _u.,.. 20-35 ill 

Hasvik 8 -"..,. 5-30 n 

Tarhalsen 2 _tt .... 20-30 ID 

Trollslll1.d 4 -"- 8-34 ill 

Nordkapp 2 _H_ 20-30 ID 

KUm0yfjord 2 -"- 5-35 m 

Nordvagen 24 ..... tl_ 10-50 ill 
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Botton substrate. The s~lples of the substrate are not yet ~~a-

lyzed, but a general view of situation cfu~ be stated. 

At 2 localities, Loppa cu'ld Nordvagel1., there l<TaS a distinct sorting 

of the bottom material frOD· shallo'w water, and dowl1.1'l2.rds, 1'lith 

rocks and boulders just below water level ffiLd successively finer 

material dovn'l to fine sand in deeper waters. Loppa is much more 

exposed to wave action than Hordvagen, the result being longer 

stretches of coarser material. Slli~dy bottom is thus fo~~d deeper 

at Loppa, 70 ill, than at Nordvagen, 20 m. At one locality at Hasvik 

and also at Trolls"lli"ld the picture was somev-lhat different 1 as the 

rocl07 bottom sloped directly into wavemarked sand. At a more shel

tered bay near Hasvik, the shallowest part (0-10 m) was covered 

1'ITi th s8-1'ld, the next 10 w w'ith a mixture of S8....1'1d lliLd stones t and the 

final 10 ID observed, with fine sand with wave marks. At Arr~ya and 

Tarhalsen, a wide plateau covered with a mixture of sand ru~d stone 

loras observed at 20 - 30 rn, below the boulder zone. At ITordkapp and 

XaW0yfjord the areas were not sufficiently investigated to give a 

complete picture, but we observed a rocl~ bottom sloping directly 

into sand at about 30 ILl depth. 

;,!herever rock and stone 1irere present, there were various types of 

algae attached, including crusting types. 

Observations on c~pelin schools~ Using the echo~sounder on board 

the R/V i'Johan :Ejort"; we made contact w'ith capelin SdlOOls all along 

the coast of FirJllnarl~, arid then, by using another echo~sounder in 

the small boat, we located the specific schools along v-u~ich we dived 

and made our observations. 

We dived into capelin schools at 3 different localities: Hasvik, 

Trollsund alld Nordvagen. In each of these areas we took pictures 

and fil~s of the fish at distances up to 0.4 D. 

Two different behaviours of the schools could be distinguised. £1ost 

commonly the school formation was extensively long 1 while very 

narrow in width and breadth. The fish SWffi~ slowly at depths ranging 

from 5-20 G, well above the botton. In these schools the capelins 
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were well spaced, the distance between them varying froG 40-80 cm. 

Initially, they reacted simultaneously to moveoent by the divers, 

but this reaction eventually ceased as they became accustoned to 

our presence. The swimming was nondirectional, as the schools 

changed course several tiQes during our observations. Very often 

they seened to show a wide circular Dovement. Whether this is 

natural or causeel by the presence of a diver is untCl.""1.01'ITl1 .• The other, 

and nost facinating sight was seeing the schools close to the bdttoD 

in a very dense forI!1ation, the space between the capelins being 

less than 10 cm. Vertically the shools extended less than 2 m. 

They were sharply limited in all other directions as well. Just 

above the bottom (20 m) the school was most dense with the fish 

packed head to tail, and their sides nearly touching. The novement 

of the school was still somewhat circular, but within a very snaIl 

radius. It appeared that the school reacted less to the presenbe 

of divers during these occasions, since we could take pictures froD 

as near as 0.4 rn, with the school, in effect, circulating around 

the divers. The pictures taken indicate that these schools consisted 

mainly of males. 

Very frequently ''lTe obser"'~2c1 capelins which were no longer able to 

follow the schools. The'y ':,-·}."e in bad condition and seeIiled to have 

trouble w:,l th their buc~:r;:1.,:,c.0y'~ since they were found both close to the 

bOttOD a:ud r::.ear the c:·:~:r·i'.,::c!G" Sometines they even swan upside down. 

1;Je seldoD observed a-nY3::;::ternal siv.'1. of abnormality of these dead 

a11.d dying ·f:'. sh, othe" ·;.:l2.;:":::l the :frequent bloodshot nature o:f the 

swollen a~c::':l belo;;! ·C.::: l;··' .. <'" anal fin. vTithout exception the dying 

capel ins obsGY'Yscl ',;.:;,:r-,' ::':1.':",3S. 

At IJordvagel'l9 : .. :Ir-s:-;.::: ;·.:L:>;;)S of dead capelins were seen on the botton, 

but as it '1Tas on. c::. ;;~:'~:'jniTI.g ground which W'QS intensively fished by 

trawlers, we cannot ":,c certain that the lTIass mortality 'was from 

natural causes. Th8~~':;' ;-.Tere scattered dead fish at all localities 

where we dived, and 'b0cause no fishing occurred at Hasvik, we are 

certain that those capelins died a natural death. The samples con

sisted of speDt individuals. 

The dead capelins were preyed upon by starfish, most cOmlllonly by 

Asterias rubens L. In later dives at the end of April, only the 

head and backbones of the dead capelins remained. 
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Observations on tl"le spavlning grounds~/ "'\rie succeeded in finding the 

main spawning grounds only at Nordvagen and Loppa. At the other 6 
localities we found areas with only sparse nuobers of eggs attached 

to algae and stones. The main spawning grOl.U1.ds at Loppa were much 

!21ore exposed to wave action than w'ere the grofu"1ds found at Nordvagen. 

The upper limit of the spavming bed at Loppa was at 35 D. depth, at 

the same level that the coarse gravel was succeeded by finer gravel 

of grain size 0 .. 5 - 1.5 cm. Grab sal:.lples revealed that the gravel 

and egg mixture reached do~~ to at least 70 8 water depth. 

At Loppa, the concentration of eggs was by far the highest observed; 

there seemed to be too little gravel surface for the eggs to sticlr 

to, thus accounting for the nuaerous lumps of eggs sticking to

gether. The bottoD was coopletely white 'with the eggs,". :he thicy.ness 

of the gravel fu~d egg oixture was ca. 5 cm. 

The other, and more closely observed Dain spawn:ing ground, was 

found just outside of Nordvagen. This area was !21ore sheltered than 

the ground at Loppa, and the fine gravel was at 12 ill to 18 ill depth 

with coarse gravel at lesser and sand at greater depths. Using the 

underwater-telephone fu~d marker buoys, divers circuo navigated the 

spawning groth~d and fo~~d the area to be 180,000 m2 • The groQnd 

consisted of fine black gravel and was limited at the edge by either 

coarser gravel with stones or by sand. (Fig. 2). These observations 

were later confirmed by a series of grab samples which covered a 

greater area ru~d showed that the bulk of the main spavming grolli~d 

lay within the fine gravel. (DRAGESUHD, GJ0SJETER and I-10nSTAD 1971). 

The thicYJ2ess of the egg/gravel layer was ca. 4 cm ll~ the center 

of the main spal'ming ground, and decreased towards the borders. 

Samples from the I:.1iddle contained ca. 3XI06 eggs m2 • 

Although the divers did not observe this, 400,000 eggs 2 
ill were 

fOfu"1d in one sample from fine sand at greater depths, ca. 100 ID 

away from the nain spawning gro1h~d. 

Capelin eggs were not found closer to the shore than 250 m. 

We observed the groQ~d at Nordvagen 3 times, 29 - 31 March, 14 -

16 April, and 25 April. During this period, the sea temperature 

raised from 1.5°C to 3c2oC. During dives on April 13, we checked 

"' 
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the temperature across the egg bed at intervals of 40 rn, both just 

abov~ the egg surface lliLd ca. 5 cm down into the bottom substrate. 

The water terr.perature varied from 3.25°C to 2.81 0 C inwards across 

the bed, and was slightly lower in the bottom substrate, probably 

due to a delay in heating. 

Over a 29 hour period, the current direction was mainly IT.N.E. and 

the current speed varied from 13 to 46 cm/sec. 

On 14 - 16 April and 25 April we observed bro~lU patches along the 

egg beds. This was caused by a filamentous alga that settled on the 

surface layer, both on the stones and the eggs. It seemed to have 

no ill affect on the eggs, as egg samples kept in jars did not 

Sh01"1 higher mortality tb;··n eggs without attached algae (DRAGESUND, 

GJ0Sl£TER ai"1.d HOHSTAD, 1971). The algae .. ;as not foUJ.'lcl in waters 

deeper than 16 m. Othervlise, the flora ru~d faU1~a at the spawning 

ground was sparse t as only a fe1:l Lamil1aria..'1.s and starfish were ob

served. Capelin was the only fishspecies noted at the spaWl~ing 

grounds. 

After Narch 29 and 'lmtil our last observations on April 25, we 

noted a distinct reduction in the number of eggs on the surface 

s-t.ratum. Al though this surface egg layer chal1.ged from a blanket 

of eggs to a sparse distribution during this period, the concen

tration of eggs ~~der the top layer remained high during the entire 

investigation. liTe observed drifting eggs at both the :r:.Iordvagen and 

Loppa grolliLds on almost every dive except during calm weather. 

The total egg reduction at Nordvagen is difficult to estimate, but 

it is probably between 100,000 to 400,000 eggs/m2 • 

Damage to capelin egss done by trawlers. Among Norwegian fisher-

men it has been argued that the lower doors of pelagic trawls would 

damage the capelin egGs if dragged along the spawning beds. BURD 

and VALLACE (1968) ha.ve discussed the effect of trawling on the 

spawning beds of herring. Their results from laboratory experiments 

concerning herring larvae viability suggest that observations at 

sea of apparent reduction in viability among herring larvae might 

be related to the effects of a disturbance of eggs on the spawning 

grounds. 

At the spawning grounds L~ Nordvagen we observed tracks made by the 
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lower doors of pelagic trawls4 The tracks were about 0.5 m broad 

and usually more than 40 ID in length. Because---.:t..he---doors had pushed 

aside nearly all the mixture of eggs and gravel, ridges about 10 cm 

high wer~ formed on one side of each of the tracks. In total, less 

than 1 % of the spa~ming area was covered with trawling tracks. 

During the tine of the investigations, fishermen caught about 

7300 tons of capelin at this locality. 

In each of the three diving periods several samples were taken by 

divers from the middle of the tracks and from the top and bottom 

of the ridges, but mechanical destruction caused by the trawl doors 

cO'Lll.d not be proved since the mortality w"as the same as in sanples 

of eggs brought up by the grab and other samples taken by divers, 

where 2,5 - 5.0 % were crushed. It is not known whether this was a 

resul t of the saLTlpling or a natural phel1.ol:Ienon. (DRAGESUND 1 GJ0-

S£TER and MONSTAD, 1971). 

To study the effects of mechanical disturbance of the eggs, an 

eXperi!ilent was carried out in Nordvagen. TJ:1.ree trawl bobbins were 

hauled along the spawning beds by the research vessel while a diver 

observed from below. The bobbins whirled up the eggs and bottom 

substrate and made a track on the bottom similar to those made by 

trawldoors. Egg samples were taken from the tracks ~~d outside, and 

a plankton-net, placed behind and above the bobbins, sampled the 

egg which were whirled up. There was no difference in mechanical 

distruction of the eggs from the tracks and those which were un

disturbed. 1rJhen kept in glass jars for 12 days, the mortality among 

eggs whirled up from tne bottom was between 6.0 - 10.2 % and the 

mortali~J among undisturbed eggs and eggs from the bobbintrack was 

from 0 - 2.1 % (DRAGESUND, GJ0SlETER and I\lIOlJSTJill, 1971). 

DISCUSSION 

Spal~ing grounds. The gravel size (0.5 - 1.5 cm diameter) observed 

at Loppa and Nordvagen agrees with observations of main spawning 

grounds in Canada. (TEMPLE}UU~ 1948). 

Only once, at Nordvagen, were large masses of eggs, 400 , OOO/m2 , 

found in fine sand close to the main spawning ground. Although sand 

is assumed to be a less favourable substrate for mass-spawning, it 
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is possible that such spawning can occur when the ~ost favourable 

grounds are occupied or when the spavl.ning pressure is great (TEMPLE

HJ.llJ, 1948). Grab sanples along the coast of Finnmark confirmed this, 

as greater nUJ:abers of eggs were fOl.Uld only in cOlli"J.ection with fine 

gravel. (DRt ... GESUND t GJ0SETER an.d llONST AD, 1971) .. 

In Canada, fine gravel from 0.25 - 1.50 cm diaoeter is especially 

£avourable for heavy capelin spawnL~gt Here the spa~rrLing movements 

can somewhat bury the eggs, but most of the burying, down to 1 foot. 

is accomplished by wave action (TEJYIPLEMP .. lJ 1948, SLEGGS 193.3) .. Host 

likely such burying does not occur at the spawning grounds we obser

ved since the depth at Loppa, .35 - 70 m, and the sheltered nature 

of Nordvagen probably prevent strong ,-rave action~ In these areas 

the maximum thicl~ess of the egg and gravel mixture was 5 cm. 

'ifJhen this maximum is reached, as we observed at Loppa, lumps of eggs 

are formed when new spawning on the already saturated .5 cm of sub

strate occurs. 

At both spavming grounds, the mixture of eggs ~~d gravel had a 

foamy appearance, &Ld it whirled up from the samllest wave movement 

of the hmLd. This is probably due to a greater bUOYfuLCY of grains 

with. eggs stuck to tnem, thus m~ing it easier for the capelins to 

bury their eggs. 

Fish behaviour at the spawning grounds. Of the two types of be-

haviour observed, the observations of fish swimming in small 

circles close to the bottom were the most interesting. In Canada, 

sll:lilar behaviour has been observed by SLEGGS (193.3) in connection 

with spaW1~ing activity, and often immediately before the spawning 

act. TEJ:JIPLEHAU (1948) vTrites that male capelin are mature when they 

approach the shore for spawning, and that they are in constant 

attendence at the beaches. Schools of ~~ipe females remain in a 

few fathoms of water, away from the immediate neighbourhood of the 

beach and groups go to the beach to spa'n1 as they ripen. 

Since no females could be seen in the schools observed at Nordvagen 

and Hasvik, these shools were probably vlhat TemP.:Leman calls "males 

in constant attendence ll • 

Egg oortalit.Y. i.ccording to DRAGESUlID I GJ0SJETER and ]\101TST..ILD 

(1971) natural egg mortality at the spawning ground seens to be low. 
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11.1 th.ough capelin eggs 1'1ere found in stomachs of haddock and cape ... 

lin at sor:1e locali ties (D:R.AG~SUJ:-rD t GJ0SlETEH lli""ld HOUSTAD 1971) no 

predation could be observed at lTordvagen. 

DRAGESUND, GJ0SlETER and M01JSTAD (1971) found neither increased egg 

mortality among the eggs from trawl tracks, nor among the eggs 

sa~pled during tbe bobbin experiment. After a 10 day incubation 

period, increased egg mortality (6.0 - 10.2 %) could be shown anong 

the eggs whirled up by the bobbins, but not among the eggs sanpled 

from the bobbin tracks. Even though the eggs were not crushed, it 

thus seems that the degree of mechanical disturbance influences the 

egg mortality. BUP~ and WALLACE (1968) fOlh""ld that mechru~ical dis

turbance of herring eggs at certain stages of development 6 Jld 

reduce the viability of the hatched larvae. The increased mortality 

among incubated capelil1. eggs "'lhich were heavily dis turbed by the 

bobbins, might indicate that the same is true for the capelin 

larvae. The degree to which trawling on the spavnLing grounds re

duces capelin recruitment depends on the amount of trawling and the 

egg- and larval mortality of the disturbed eggs. During the time 

of investigations at lJordva.gen a total of 7300 tons of capelin 

were caught, mair~y by trawlers. However less than 1 ~ of the 

spaVrrling grolli~ds was disturbed. Even if there was a 100 % mortality 

of the disturbed eggs, less t:G.a:D. 1 % of the eggs at lIordvagen would 

be lost, 

On the spav~Ling gro~~ds, the egg reduction due to wave action over 

a 4 week period was relatively large, probably between 5 lli""ld 10 %. 
It is assmued that the mortality of these disturbed eggs is higher 

than for those remaining on the grounds. If the viability of the 

loosened eggs is small, this drift of eggs from the spawning grounds 

ca~ largely reduce the recruitment. 
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SU1'1r/lARY 

1) DurL."'1.g the Horv;egial1. capelin investigation in the spring 1971, 

observational studies on the spawning groU!."'1.ds of' the Barents 

Sea capelin ".:rere carried out by divers • 

.,.'r: Large masses of' capelin eggs ,vere f'ound at tl'lO localities; 

Loppa (35 - 70 m·'depth) and Nordvagen (12 - 18 m depth). The 

eggs were buried down to 5 cm in fine gravel (0.5 - 1.5 cm 

diameter}f a phenomenon corresponding to observations made in 

Clli."'1.ada. 

3) Two types of' :fish behaviour were observed; well spac~d schools 

in the upper layers and dense circulating schools close to the 

bottom. The latter is believed to be "males in consta..."1.t atten

dence lf 1 'tvaiting :for ripe :females. 

4) Egg mortality caused by trawlers was experL~entally investi

gated by dragging trawl-bobbins along the egg beds. Only the 

eggs whirled up by t~~e bobbins showed higher mortality (up to 

10.2 % af'ter 10 days ~ncubation) than undisturbed eggs and eggs 

f'rom the bobbin trucks (up to 2.5 % mortality af'ter 10 days 

incubation). Less than 1 % of' the eggs on the specif'ic area 

L"1.vestigated is bolieved to be drunaged by trawlers. 

5) The reductio!2 i::l 's:t.e number of' eggs on the spal'Jr...ing grounds 

during a 4 "ree~: geriod is estimated to be :from 5 to 10 %., anq. 

is causea. by ~,:=.1: T2:::.oti6n and watercurrents.' No predation on 

the capelin eggs was detected. 
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